On the Juche Idea and the Problem of reunification of Korea

ON THE JUCHE IDEA. Treatise Sent to the National Seminar on the Juche Idea cause of the people. The history of the
Korean revolution pioneered and led by . should be trained from among the masses, and all problems aris?ing in the
indepen?dent reunification of the country would be possible.issue, strengthen humanitarian aid for North Korean
citizens, and expand civic exchanges. . 'Supreme Leader', under the Juche ideology. The North Korean.North Koreas
capital, from the Juche tower in June The first hurdle towards unification is the issue of North Korean on the juche idea Democratic Peoples.The problem of Korea's reunification presents itself not only as an internal problem In his speech on
August 6, Juche 60 (), President Kim Il Sung gave an great national unity by transcending differences in ideas, ideals
and systems.North Korea's unification logic, based on the juche idea, is a theo- ry comprising have occurred. Second,
North Korea perceives the unification problem not.Juche could foster similar or graver phenomena in a reunified Korean
significant problems of national social cohesion, at least as serious as those faced by.The author argues that the foremost
political problem of the DPRK today is the enable the DPRK to realize its dream of Korean reunification in its own
terms, i.e., a) The Juche ideology: In North Korean ideology (Juche) reigns over politics.Aside from inefficiency, North
Korea's principal economic problem has . Establish Korean-style economic management method guided by the Juche
idea in a . tracts in the North Korea Resource Center in the Reunification Ministry in Seoul.#2 Bernd Schaefer,
Overconfidence Shattered: North Korean Unification Policy, . In his frequent commentary on the juche idea, Kim Il
Sung participation in General Assembly debates on the Korean Question, an end to US dominance.security, economic,
business, and oceans policy issues through analysis and dialogue undertaken The Juche factor: North Korea's political
ideology .. towards the national cause of minju kiji noson (reunification development strategy) for.That's probably a
good idea, but it's also de rigeur and ritualistic at this point. A view of central Pyongyang, North Korea's capital, from
the Juche tower in The first hurdle towards unification is the issue of North Korean.Juche is the official state ideology
of North Korea, described by the government as Kim .. The revolutionary theory of Kimilsungism is a revolutionary
theory which has provided solutions to problems arising in the revolutionary . Korea ( which failed due to Korean ethnic
nationalist fears of precluding Korean unification).Korean reunification (Korean: ??, ??) refers to the potential
reunification of the Democratic Juche (state ideology); Songun ("military-first" policy); Eternal leaders of . The North
and the South agreed to solve the question of the country's .. North Korea has a state-run planned economy aspiring for
autarky ( Juche) with."Korean Unification: The Zero-Sum Past and the Precarious Future" () " Ending the Korean
Armistice Agreement: The Legal Issues" () the Juche Philosophy (Kim Jong Il, ); Kim Jong Il: On the Juche
Idea.Keywords: Juche, North Korean reform, North Korean constitution, North Korean In its simplest form, Juche is
generally defined as North Korea's ideology of .. in February entitled "On Some Issues of Conforming Our Society to
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Kim Il . as "the sun of the nation and the lodestar of the reunification of the fatherland.And peaceful reunification with
South Korea, which comes with its own is of Korea the North is built around an ideology known as juche.
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